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Whenever a new interagency working group convenes within the Capital Beltway, there is a question that almost always surfaces to some degree: "Could someone please explain the terms COCOM, OPCON, TACON, assign, and attach?" What follows are definitions, background, and broad analysis under normal conditions to better understand the development and usage of this Department of Defense (DOD) terminology.

DOD Definitions

**Combatant command (command authority):** nontransferable command authority exercised by commanders of unified combatant commands (CCMDs) unless otherwise directed by the President or Secretary of Defense; authority to perform functions of command over assigned and attached forces involving organizing and employing commands and forces, assigning tasks, designating objectives, and giving authoritative direction over all aspects of military operations, joint training, and logistics necessary to accomplish the missions assigned to the command; operational control (OPCON) and tactical control (TACON) are inherent in a combatant command; cannot be delegated; also called OPCON; DOD published term since 1950.

**Tactical control:** command authority over assigned or attached forces or commands, or military capability or forces made available for tasking that is limited to the detailed direction and control of movements or maneuvers within the operational area necessary to accomplish missions or tasks assigned; inherent in operational control; tactical control may be delegated to and exercised at any level at or below the level of combatant command; also called TACON; DOD published term since 1989.

**Assign:** To place units or personnel permanently in an organization and/or where such organization controls and administers the units or personnel for the primary function, or greater portion of the functions, of the unit or personnel; DOD term since 1949.

**Attach:** The temporary placement of units or personnel in an organization; DOD term since 1949.

**History**

The authority of commanding military forces flows from the U.S. Constitution to the President as Commander in Chief. During World War II, an American unified high command was proposed to synergize military operations with the Allies. The new Joint Chiefs of Staff had the responsibility for the planning and strategy of the U.S. military war contribution to unilateral and multinational operations. During the war, the Armed Forces were represented by the Departments of War (Army and Air Force) and Navy (Navy, Marines, and Coast Guard during Federal mobilization) to the National Security Council led by the President. Under this structure, central unified command suffered as commanders competed for the same resources and senior leadership attention.

In 1946, the President approved the Outline Command Plan (the first Unified Command Plan) with permanent geographic unified commands under Joint Chiefs of Staff control. In 1947, Congress followed with legislation establishing three military departments (Army, Navy, and Air Force, consisting of the Army, Navy and Marine Corps [and Coast Guard in time of war], and Air Force, respectively). Further organizational and Presidential scrutiny of Service rivalries resulted in more civilian oversight. Legislation and amendments shaped the President’s intent for a unified command structure with more civilian control. In 1958, Congress established a clear line of command through the Secretary of Defense to unified commanders authorizing operational command over permanently assigned or forces temporarily attached to unified commands.

The following year, the term operational command (OPCOM) was approved with its definition by the Defense Secretary as a DOD military term. With the introduction of OPCOM into the joint force lexicon, the definition’s similarity...
with OPCON generated a multidecade terminology debate on interpretation and correct usage. However, in 1986, Congress cemented the term combatant command (command authority) for commanders in chief (CINCs) through legislation. Known as the DOD acronym CCOM, it replaced OPCOM within DOD terminology and together with TACON joined the already existing DOD term OPCON in 1989. Since 2002, CINCs have been known as combatant commanders (CCDRs) as directed by the Secretary of Defense.

Command Authority

Per the Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense Reorganization Act of 1986, the Services permanently assign forces to unified combatant commands. These assigned forces are identified in the Global Force Management Implementation Guidance signed by the Defense Secretary and are commanded by a CCDR under a COCOM. Attached forces are temporarily transferred forces from one CCDR to another by the President or Secretary. Besides COCOM, CCDRs exercise OPCON or TACON over assigned and attached forces through subordinate commanders to accomplish specific missions. Subordinate commanders exercise OPCON or TACON over the forces under their command. Both OPCON and TACON are inherent to COCOM and may be delegated.

Two types of CCDRs are geographic combatant commanders (GCCs) and functional combatant commanders (FCCs). As a CCDR, a GCC exercises COCOM over assigned forces and OPCON or TACON over attached forces. For example, U.S. Central Command (USCENTCOM) comprises assigned forces from the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force. If a contingency breaks out and additional non-USCENTCOM forces are needed, the Defense Secretary can authorize forces to be attached to USCENTCOM from U.S. Pacific Command (USPACOM) for a specific mission and may attach these forces under OPCON or TACON. The USCENTCOM CCDR would then have OPCON or TACON over the USPACOM forces that were attached. The USCENTCOM CCDR can organize a joint task force (JTF) and provide forces that the JTF commander may have OPCON or TACON over as directed by the USCENTCOM CCDR. The JTF commander will then have OPCON of his own Service forces and OPCON or TACON over attached forces. Similar to and in support of GCCs, FCCs may conduct independently assigned missions with their forces and are usually global in nature. As a result, FCC forces can move in and out of GCC areas of responsibility. For example, the U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) CCDR exercises COCOM over all assigned Active Component and most mobilized Reserve Component (RC) special operations forces (SOF). In its role as an FCC, USSOCOM provides forces on a temporary basis to other CCMDs where CCDRs normally exercise OPCON of attached SOF through a subordinate commander (CDR). When directed, the USSOCOM CCDR can establish and employ a joint SOF task force as the supported CDR.

Even though GCCs exercise COCOM over assigned intratheater airlift forces, the U.S. Transportation Command CCDR, as an FCC, has COCOM over intertheater airlift forces.

Other Authorities and Relationships

Joint force commander (JFC) is used as a general term for a CCDR, subunified commander, or JTF commander authorized to exercise COCOM or OPCON over a joint force. Considered an area commander, a JFC normally establishes a joint force on a geographic area instead of a GCC that has an area of responsibility. It is the duty of the JFC to assist the operations of transient forces to the extent of existing capabilities and consistent with other assigned missions. Transient forces do not come under the chain of command of a JFC solely by their movement across boundaries except when a CCDR is exercising TACON for force protection. Forces may be reassigned by the Defense Secretary when a transfer to a joint force will be permanent or for an indeterminately long period. CCDRs exercise COCOM and subordinate JFCs exercise OPCON over reassigned forces.

A JTF commander is designated by the Defense Secretary, a CCDR, a subunified commander, or an existing JTF commander. A JTF commander may organize assigned or attached forces based on the level of command authorized (OPCON or TACON). A JTF may be established on a geographical area or functional basis.

A support command authority relationship is established by a superior CDR between subordinate CDRs when one organization should aid, protect, complement, or sustain another force. Support may be exercised by CCDRs at any echelon at or below the CCMD level. The establishing CDR is responsible for ensuring that both the supported and supporting CDRs understand the degree of authority that the supported CDR is granted. The four categories of support that a CDDR may direct over assigned or attached forces are general support, mutual support, direct support, and close support.

Administrative control (ADCON) provides for the preparation of most military forces and their administration and support. Per U.S. Code (USC), the Services are responsible for the administration and support of their own forces. They fulfill their responsibilities by exercising A DCON through the CDRs of the Service component commands assigned to CCMDs and through the Services for forces not assigned to the CCMDs.

Most RC forces are assigned by the Defense Secretary to the CCMDs when mobilized or ordered to Active duty for specific periods under the authority provided in Title 10, USC, sections 162 and 167. The Army Reserve, Army National Guard, Air Force Reserve, Air National Guard, Navy Reserve, Marine Corps Reserve, and Coast Guard Reserve make up the RC. Prior to activation, CCDRs exercise training and readiness oversight (TRO) over assigned Reserve forces when not on Active duty or Active duty for training. TRO is no longer applicable to RC forces when mobilized or ordered to Active duty.
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For example, regime collapse does not mean state collapse, at least not in the short run. China will be in the most powerful position to act because it likely will be the first state to become aware of a crisis. Moreover, in an environment of clashing interests and competing priorities, there is potential for serious damage to U.S. relations with China, competing with respect to the Korean Peninsula. Although regime collapse is unlikely, such an event could fundamentally alter the strategic landscape in Asia in ways that could diminish U.S. influence in the region. The study highlights the complexities and dilemmas that the United States would confront. Little attention has been paid to the strategic considerations that may shape the responses of the United States, South Korea, Japan, China, and Russia to a North Korean regime collapse. This study identifies the interests and objectives of these principal state actors with respect to the Korean Peninsula.